
SCIENTIFIC LITERACY IN THE PHILIPPINES

Module 6: Science Education in the Philippine Society Lesson Scientific Literacy Science Literacy Science is frequently
perceived to be of great importance.

But defending science and advocating its consistent application in all aspects of life is difficult here in the
Philippines. To say that our public is scientifically illiterate is an understatement. Teacher-learning process?
Problems are encountered in curriculum, learning materials, teachers and students performance. That some of
our reputable newspapers publish pseudoscience and baloney is another. July,  An example common in many
countries these days is the growing concern about the environment particularly the pollution of air, water and
land. Independence in learning science; e. It is good to see that the government is doing its job of helping the
survivors of the calamity in the cities of Cagayan de Oro CDO and Iligan. This is why Sendong attacked CDO
with the element of surprise. Absence of a science culture? The greedy mining companies are especially active
in metal-rich CDO. Governance of education Reforms I. Improvements are foreign-assisted projects
implemented in the country. People who seek this form of scientific literacy desire to know something about
science as a major human achievement. The third form is cultural scientific literacy. Even the very name of
Cagayan de Oro tells us how much gold there is under its mountains. Factors of low achievement in science
and mathematics Ibe, M? Civic scientific literacy enables the citizens to become more aware of science and
science related issues so that he can face these issues with common sense. Even as I write how science could
have helped avoided the Sendong tragedy, I can already feel the expectation that a lot of jargon will be
involved in the explanation. We at Filipino Freethinkers believe that the principal purpose of modern science
is the improvement of the human condition. It is therefore imperative for the government to disallow people
from buying land and building homes within this area. Because the planet is getting warmer, the polar ice caps
are melting. The education sector collaborates with other government agencies to contribute to the success of
government goals. That the Philippine public is scientifically illiterate is one disheartening thing. Knowledge
of the substantive content of science and the ability to distinguish from non-science; b. History and Philosophy
of Science Education. This group would come mostly from the intellectual community, those who watch
television programs like Nova, Invention and similar discovery documentaries. Although we grieve for the
victims of tragedy caused by Sendong, we must not fail to learn from this event. However, these very rich
companies easily bribe our corrupt government officials. Because of global warming, storms will now have
more rain than usual. Equally sad is how our government needs wake-up calls like the Typhoon Sendong
tragedy to finally listen to scientists. The example given is that of the reduction in the dependence on infant
formulae. Understanding the nature of science, including its relationship with culture; i. If Filipinos
understood this, they would have more respect for its power and they would be able to prevent its power from
ending so many lives. Third International Mathematics and science study reported also that Philippines ranked
among the lowest scoring countries. The widely publicized subjects are based on the notion that scientific
literacy has 3 components Hodson 1. This is why we do our best to defend science, combat pseudoscience, and
further the cause of science education in this country. Holbrook and Rannikmae, The government has a lot to
do to improve the quality of science and technology education in the country. Information and Communication
Technology ICT Enhancing scientific literacy through science education is developing an ability to creatively
utilize appropriate evidence-based scientific knowledge and skills, particularly with relevance for everyday
life and a career, in solving personally challenging yet meaningful scientific problems as well as making
responsible socio-scientific decisions.


